glitchy octave
down overdrive

Sausage Fingers
Sausage Fingers is a fantastic wee monophonic octave down overdrive that’s
capable of a tonne of different timbres, including stuttery glitching octave
sounds, square wave synth bass and chubby drive tones.
Whilst the controls are simple there’s a myriad of tonal possibilities to
discover.

Controls:
Bone - This adjusts the level of your
direct signal.
Lard - This adjusts the level of the
octave down.
Hair - This is the gain knob. It adds
gain to your direct signal, and makes
the octave glitchier.
Meat - This knob adds mids to the
octave down, making it more punchy
and sweet sounding.
Gristle - This switch turns the octave
signal into a square wave for synthy
bass fun. Up is on.
Span - The span control acts as a gate when the gristle switch is on. You can
use it to change the envelope of the square wave octave down signal. Notes
further up the fretboard will react differently to the lower frets. The span
control can be used to add a lot of character to the sound you’ve dialled in.

The overall sound you get from the Sausage Fingers is a combination of the
direct and octave down signals. We’d recommend taking a couple of minutes
exploring these two individually before you start blending them together.
The two knobs on the right (bone and hair) are the only controls that affect the
direct signal. Bone is volume and hair is gain. The other controls are for the
octave down.
To get started, turn all the knobs fully anticlockwise, and flip the gristle switch
down (off). Now start tinkering with the bone and hair knobs so you have an
idea of what you can do with your direct signal. This shouldn’t take long. Once
you’re happy, turn both of those knobs fully anticlockwise and start messing
with the fun stuff. The ‘lard’ knob is the volume control for the octave down,
turn it up!
The ‘meat’ knob boosts mids to the octave down signal, making it a bit meatier.
Give it a twiddle!
The ‘hair’ knob acts as gain for your direct level, BUT it also makes the octave
down glitchier. Adding gain makes it harder for the octave to track so it starts
to sputter. If you want to make the stuttering even more obvious, then cut more
bass out of your signal chain, try using the bridge pick up for example.
Now flick the gristle switch up (on), this will bring the ‘span’ control into action.
The span sets the gate of the square wave octave down. Remember the span
doesn’t do anything unless the gristle is on.
Current draw 15.5 mA
Sausage Fingers takes a standard BOSS style +9V centre negative power
supply.
All Champion Leccy pedals and devices are designed and handbuilt in
Philadelphia.
Find us on

